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Send a free text message to the Iridium phone here (must have a number starting at 8816) Need help sending text via a link to the website? View Iridium frequently asked questions here (these instructions apply to Iridium pagers and phones) OR After the link above: 1. Enter the satellite phone number. 8816XXXXXXXXXX 2. Enter your email address so that the person you're sending the message to can
email that address. Their email will be limited to 160 characters. In line with the example below. 3. Click SEND MESSAGE 4. The message will be received when the satellite phone will be next seen on the network. It's usually not as fast as we expected with sending SMS to standard mobile phones. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to include
JavaScript in your browser. Enter your data for free and with no obligation quotes. How does it work? The best price in four simple steps Add the products of your choice to shoppingcart Enter your contact details and submit your request Will you be notified by email with our quote Great Offer? Click Accept and check the order in our store Why do you need my contact details? We need your email to send
you our offer and we need to know that you are a real person. Sometimes delivery details should also include shipping costs and method. Working for Propoza Propoza helps online sellers make bargaining for the price simple, fast and painless. Learn more about Propoza SatellitePhoneStore.com. Division whenever communications, LLC. Since 2004, we have been selling, leasing and supporting the
world's leading fixed and mobile satellite services for our customers on all continents, in the ocean and the sky. Our passion is to connect people to voice, messaging and internet data services anywhere they want to go. Whenever communication - Satellite phone and Internet experts. send free text to Iridium using SENDaTEXT. Using the Internet, you can send free text messages to Iridium. Just enter your
phone number on the phone platform and click on the Send button. Now you can send free texts to Iridium mobile and landlines from your computer or smartphone. Send a message to your loved ones in Iridium today! Go to www.SENDaTEXT.co you can now send free text messages and SMS to Iridium directly from your web browser. With SENDaTEXT, there is no need to download any app or plug-in.
You can send free text messages over the internet as long as you have a modern web browser such as Chrome. The first step to sending free texts is to open a web browser and go to www.sendatext.co Enter your phone number once you On the main page of SENDaTEXT, select Iridium from falling down on the dialpad and enter your phone number. You don't need to enter the country code. Simply select
Iridium from falling down and enter your phone number without the country code. Click on the Send Here it button. The only thing to keep in mind is that you entered the phone number in Format. Once the number is entered, just click on the Send button at the bottom of the dial. SENDaTEXT will take it from here and make sure your text is delivered to your final destination within 1 minute. You can use
SENDaTEXT to send free text messages to any mobile phone number in Iridium. SENDaTEXT is a free text messaging app that is based on a web browser. You don't need to install an iOS or Android app to send free text messages using SENDaTEXT. Just open your web browser on your computer or Mac, and if you're online, you can start sending free texts to Iridium. Frequently asked questions If you
have an international package of text messages with your current mobile service provider, you can send a few free text messages. They are not completely free as you still pay your mobile service provider. Unfortunately, there is no alternative to SENDaTEXT at the moment. There is a cost associated with sending text messages, and all mobile service providers or operators charge a fee for sending text
messages. With SENDaTEXT you don't have to worry about paying anything as we make sure we keep our services free. Is there a limit on the number of free text messages that I can send to Iridium Yes, there is a limit on the number of text messages that can be sent to Iridium. We apply this limit because we can only afford to support so many free text messages every day. If you love us and would like
us to increase this limit, you can help by sharing us with friends and family. As more people start using SENDaTEXT, we will be offering an increasing number of free text messages to Iridium and other countries. We recently tried out the Satway app (for iOS and Android) to send free SMS messages to satellite phones. As we detailed recently, it's very easy to send free SMS messages to satellite phones,
but what Satway does is bring all the different messaging platforms in one app to make it easy to send messages to various satellite telecom operators (Inmarsat, Iridium, and Thuraya, in this case). While this is a good feature for, say, a satellite phone company that regularly communicates with users on all different media, for individual users who only need to communicate with a single user of a satellite
phone, the functionality of the app can be a little redundant. Pros use The Satway App It is very quick to ignite this app and immediately send an SMS. The interface, though not beautiful, bare bones in a spare, functional way without being disarmingly technical, and it's easy to figure out what to do without spending too time to reflect on it. The app itself doesn't take up much space on your phone or tablet,
and it will heal very quickly. A small note: Successfully sending chimes to the app doesn't seem to stick with your phone by default. When testing on an Android smartphone with a real to vibrate, I was surprised (like the rest of the office) when the app loudly chimed in to let me know my message had been sent. Maybe the biggest professional? The app is free. Free. Using the satway app When you send
SMS to a satellite phone using the Satway app (or using one of the web forms on the carriers' websites), the return address is your email address. Depending on the length of your email address, this can bite into your 160 character limit quite significantly. This also means that you don't have a communication chain to follow as you would with a typical SMS. IE: When a satellite phone user answers you, their
response goes to your email address, not the Satway app. So you will need to check your email to see if they responded. There is no great way to get around this, no matter using the Satway app or web forms, but it's something to keep in mind if you expect a neat SMS conversation like we used to have on our mobile phones. Note: According to satway's frequently asked questions in the app, you are
limited to the set limit of SMS messages (150 per month per carrier, with more accurate restrictions on daily restrictions for individual carriers). These restrictions probably also apply to web forms for carriers as well. (Unverified). Conclusion for users to send SMS messages to Satway satellite phones is a good app to have in your arsenal, especially if you are a smartphone/tablet user and don't like the
extra time it takes to bring up a web browser. For those on computers or laptops, using a web form from one of the carriers or sending an email may be the best option. Conclusions for users of satellite phones by using SMS So getting SMS messages is easy enough - they will pop up on your satellite phone as soon as you have a reception. Returning SMS messages is more difficult. Remember mobile
phones under the age of the smartphone? This is what text messages are like on a satellite phone. Here's a rundown on how responding to SMS via satellite worked for us: SMS received, easily peasy. Wrote a reply. Extremely time-consuming. Hit send. SMS failed due to lack of sufficient signal. I had to walk on the field to improve the level of satellite reception. Once the best level of reception, had to go
to the mailbox to find a failed SMS message. I had to re-enter the phone number to send it because this information was not stored. Hit send again. The send was successful this time. Here's a rundown on how to email someone by satellite: Email on a smartphone, tablet or laptop. Address it as many recipients as you want. Hit Send to XGate. Let's say you lose your reception halfway. Hit Send Again to
XGate. XGate will continue to send to where it left off. (You can also install XGate to automatically type again if it loses contact with Send successfully. With e-mail, you are not limited to 160 characters, you can send more than 1 person at a time, you are not stuck using the numerical keyboard to type in letters, and you do not have such a headache with reception issues. So in most cases we recommend
that satellite users use email instead of SMS, but most satellite phones support SMS, so that there as an option if you need it. Further Reading Do not know which satellite phone or system is right for you? We want to help you understand the complex world of satellite equipment so you can make the best choice for your needs. You can see all our free guides at our training center. Here is one of the most
popular free guides: guides:
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